Abstract. The Bullet Cluster (1E0657−56) is well-known as providing visual evidence of dark matter but it is potentially inconsistent with the standard ΛCDM cosmology due to the high relative velocity of the two colliding clusters. Previous studies have focussed on the probability of such a high relative velocity amongst selected candidate systems. This notion of 'probability' is however difficult to interpret and can lead to paradoxical results. Instead, we consider the expected number of Bullet-like systems on the sky up to a specified redshift, which allows for direct comparison with observations. Using a Hubble volume Nbody simulation with high resolution we investigate how the number of such systems depends on the masses of the halo pairs, their separation, and collisional angle. This enables us to extract an approximate formula for the expected number of halo-halo collisions given specific collisional parameters. We use extreme value statistics to analyse the tail of the pairwise velocity distribution and demonstrate that it is fatter than the previously assumed Gaussian form. We estimate that the number of dark matter halo pairs as or more extreme than 1E0657−56 is 1.3 +2.0 −0.6 up to redshift z = 0.3. The discovery of more such systems would thus be a challenge to the standard cosmology.
Introduction
Large clusters of galaxies are the biggest gravitationally bound objects in the universe. Naïvely they would be expected to correspond to 'fundamental observers' which follow the Hubble flow and move away from each other. The discovery of the Bullet Cluster (1E0657−56), a system consisting of two very massive clusters of galaxies undergoing a collision with a high relative velocity, thus requires an assessment of whether the standard ΛCDM cosmology is able to accommodate such an extreme event. The subsequent discovery of many more merging clusters 1 motivates a general study of the statistics of such events. Since such collisions involve non-linear interactions, the predictions of the ΛCDM model have to be extracted from cosmological N-body simulations.
The Bullet Cluster located at z = 0.296 is the best studied of such mergers, since its collisional trajectory is normal to the line of sight. It is extreme in several respects. The main cluster has a high mass of M main 1.5 × 10 15 M , with the subcluster mass M Bullet 1.5 × 10 14 M , separation d 12 0.72 Mpc [1, 2] , and a very high relative velocity v 12 4500 km/s [3] . This should be compared to the expected separation velocity in the Hubble flow: v Hubble = H z=0.3 × d 12 70 km/s, where H(z) H 0 (1 + z) √ 1 + Ω m z and H 0 ≡ 100h km/s/Mpc is the Hubble parameter at z = 0 with h 0.7. However the relative velocity of the two dark matter (DM) peaks does not necessarily correspond to the shock front velocity of the baryons observed in X-rays, and a lower estimate, v 12 3000 km/s, is given in Ref. [4] .
The extreme properties of 1E0657−56 can be framed in terms of the initial conditions required to produce the observed collision. Detailed hydrodynamical simulations show that the morphology (DM and gas) of the Bullet system is well reproduced by requiring v 12 2943 km/s and d 12 2.5 Mpc/h between the DM halos at redshift z = 0.5 [5, 6] . This is broadly comparable to Ref. [7] which finds v 12 3228 km/s at d 12 2.5 Mpc/h. Earlier and simpler hydrodynamical simulations [8, 9] had found a lower relative velocity to reproduce the morphology of 1E0657−56 better. Searching for the Bullet-like systems satisfying the initial conditions at z = 0.5 in N-Body simulations is particularly convenient as the two clusters can be taken to be well separated and are thus easily identified.
Because the Bullet system is a very rare object, it can only be found in very large N-Body simulations, provided the mass resolution is good (i.e. the mass of the dark matter 'particle' is small). Ref. [10] shows that to find a Bullet-like system, the volume of the simulation needs to be at least ∼ 4.5 (Gpc/h) 3 , with the resolution smaller than M par ∼ 6.5 × 10 11 M /h.
Various definitions of what constitutes a Bullet-like system have been employed. Ref.
[11] used a 0.5 (Gpc/h) 3 simulation and looked at the most massive subclusters moving away from the host cluster with velocity > 4500 km/s and a separation > 0.7 Mpc/h at redshift z = 0.3. With such a small simulation volume they did not find any host halo as massive as 1E0657−56 so needed to extrapolate to find the fraction of appropriate subclusters. They estimated this to be about 0.01, however this is uncertain to at least an order of magnitude.
Ref. [12] used a 3 (Gpc/h) 3 simulation with M par ∼ 2.3 × 10 11 M /h to look at the fraction of subhalos with high enough velocity among systems satisfying the conditions in Ref. [7] . This fraction, dubbed 'probability', was found to be about 10 −10 at z = 0, by fitting a Gaussian to the pairwise velocity distribution in order to estimate the tail of the distribution. This low value was interpreted as indicating the inconsistency of the observation of 1E0657−56 with the expectation in ΛCDM.
Ref. [10] studied the effect of the box size and the resolution on the tail of the pairwise velocity distribution and found that simulations with small boxes and poor resolution struggle to produce systems as extreme as 1E0657−56. Using different definitions for a Bullet-like system than Refs. [11] and [12] they estimated the fraction of systems with high enough relative velocity by fitting a skewed Gaussian to the pairwise velocity distribution. Again dubbed 'probability', this was estimated to be ∼ 10 −8 .
Ref. [13] used a very large simulation with volume of 21 (Gpc/h) 3 but poor resolution M par ∼ 1.2 × 10 12 M /h. They also used a different percolation parameter (b = 0.15 instead of the conventional b = 0.2) in their Friend of Friends (FoF) halo finder, arguing that this is more faithful in reconstructing the masses of halos corresponding to the Bullet system. The tail of the pairwise velocity distribution was analysed carefully through the Extreme Value Statistics (EVS) approach to show that it is significantly fatter than a Gaussian-like tail. Using similar definitions for Bullet-like systems as Ref. [10] they found that the fraction (again called 'probability') of high-velocity objects among other potential Bullet-like systems is about ∼ 6 × 10 −6 .
Ref. [14] explored the effect of halo finders on the pairwise velocity distribution. In particular, a configuration-space based FoF algorithm was compared to rockstar, a phasespace based halo finder. Using the same definition for a Bullet-like system as in Ref. [10] , it was found that the FoF halo finder fails to identify the collisions in the high-velocity tail and leads to 'probabilities' almost two orders of magnitude lower that when the better performing rockstar halo finder is used.
Finally Ref. [15] used a 6 (Gpc/h) 3 volume with M par ∼ 7.5 × 10 11 M /h and argued that a Bullet-like system [8] at z = 0.3 is not too far from other halo pairs in the simulation. Instead of focussing on the extreme properties of colliding dark matter halos, Ref. [16] looked at the morphology of the gas and dark matter in the colliding clusters and found that the displacement between the gas and dark matter similar to 1E0657−56 is expected in about 1% of the clusters.
In this paper we address the main shortcoming of the previous studies, namely the illdefined 'probability' of finding 1E0657−56. We use Dark Sky Simulations [17] , one of the biggest N-Body simulations with volume 8 (Gpc/h) 3 , as well as one of the best resolutions M par ∼ 3.9 × 10 10 M /h. The halo catalogue used was produced by a phase-space based (rockstar) halo finder that performs better than the configuration-space based finders used earlier. We carefully explore the dependence of the pairwise velocity distribution on the different definitions of Bullet-like systems. Furthermore, the machinery of EVS is used to examine the tail of the distribution, rather than assuming that a Gaussian fit is a good description. We also study an observationally better motivated quantity, viz. the number of bullet-like systems expected in a survey up to some particular redshift. This should be contrasted with the fraction of extreme objects (in a population of less extreme objects) that has been the focus of earlier studies.
In Section 2 we describe the N-Body simulation used and demonstrate the importance of using a phase-space based halo finder for searching for systems similar to 1E0657−56. Section 3 summarises the EVS tools relevant for modelling the tails of distributions. In Section 4 we show how the expected number of Bullet-like systems can be estimated. We also discuss some of the paradoxical features of the 'probability' -defined as a fraction of Bullet-like systems in a population of candidate systems -that has been studied previously. Section 5 contains the main results of our paper.
Simulations and halo finders
The biggest dataset of the Dark Sky Simulation (DS) Early Data Release [17] has a box of volume 8 (Gpc/h) 3 with N 3 = 10240 3 'dark matter particles' corresponding to M par ∼ 3.9 × 10 10 M /h. Such a large volume and good resolution make it ideal for the study of rare objects like the Bullet Cluster [10] .
Halos in the DS simulation were identified with the rockstar [18] halo finder. For computational convenience we reduced the halo catalogue by requiring M halo > 3.5 × 10 13 M /h. rockstar is a phase space based halo finder and therefore performs better at identifying Bullet-like systems which are characterised by a small distance between the two massive clusters with a high relative velocity. Standard Friend of Friend (FoF) halo finders work in configuration space and therefore struggle to tell the two nearby clusters apart -this leads to underestimation of the number of Bullet-like systems in N-Body simulations. In phase space however the host and the bullet clusters are well separated due to the high relative velocity, hence can be correctly identified as two separate clusters.
To illustrate this point, the host and the bullet halo are generated at the DS simulation resolution, using the NFW [19] density profile as it best fits weak lensing data [4] . The DM particles were given the velocities as in Ref. [20] . The two halos are placed at various distances with their relative velocity set at 3000 km/s. Then both rockstar and a FoF algorithm with percolation parameter b = 0.2 are used to extract the halo information. At separations of 5 Mpc/h and 4 Mpc/h both halo finders identify the two halos correctly. However at 3 Mpc/h the FoF algorithm identifies two halos only ∼30% of the time, while at 2 Mpc/h and below it identifies only one. By contrast rockstar finds two halos at all separations. Thus we expect a depletion of the number of nearby mergers when a FoF based halo finder is used, leading to underestimation of the number of objects similar to the Bullet system.
Extreme value statistics
Events in the tail of the pairwise velocity distribution need to be modelled without assuming a functional form for the underlying distribution and EVS provides a framework for doing so. We briefly outline the formalism relevant to this study following Ref. [21] .
We are interested in modelling the statistical behaviour of extreme values of a random variable X. The probability that X exceeds a specified high threshold µ is:
Here F (x) = Pr {X < x} is the cumulative distribution function which is unknown and needs to be estimated. The central result of EVS is that the maxima of a sequence of random variables X max = {X 1 , ..., X N } with a common cumulative distribution function F (x) tend to be distributed in the limit N → ∞ according the Generalized Extreme Value distribution G(x):
where
for some µ, σ > 0 and ξ. From Eqs.(3.2) and (3.3) we can estimate F (x) and thus approximate Eq.(3.1) by the Generalized Pareto Distribution (GPD) H(x):
with the condition 1 + ξ ((x − µ)/σ) > 0. The above expression is fitted to the extreme events and provides a model independent description of the tails of probability distributions. If the underlying distribution is 'Gaussian-like' (e.g. Gaussian or skewed Gaussian), the tail parameter ξ equals 0. Longer tails have ξ > 0 whereas shorter oneshave ξ < 0. The next step in modelling the tail is the choice of the threshold µ. If it is too low, the asymptotically valid GPD does not apply and our estimate will be biased. If µ is too high, the reduced number of extreme events available results in high variance in the estimated parameters. Provided the GPD description is valid above some threshold µ 1 then it is also valid for a higher threshold µ 2 > µ 1 with new parameters (µ 2 , σ µ 2 , ξ µ 2 ). However, the tail parameter ξ µ and the combination σ µ − ξµ should remain constant. Therefore the simplest method for the appropriate choice of the threshold µ focusses on finding a region of stability of these parameter combinations. In order to minimise the variance, the lowest µ consistent with stability is finally chosen as the threshold. 4 The number (versus 'probability') of Bullet-like systems A Bullet-like system can be defined by cuts in the collisional parameters describing the merger of two clusters. Such a definition is particularly suited for the DM-only N-Body simulations. The collisional parameters are the separation d 12 between the two halos, the two masses m 1 and m 2 , the relative speed v 12 , and the angle θ between the relative velocity and the separation. Often, the mass cut is taken in terms of the average mass M of the two halos to simplify the problem an we shall do so too.
The most prominent feature of 1E0657−56 is the high relative velocity of its sub cluster with respect to the main cluster. Thus both the pairwise velocity distribution dn/dv 12 and its cumulative n(> v 12 ) (where n is the number density of the halo pairs) will be studied.
The observationally relevant quantity is the expected number of Bullet-like objects up to some redshift. However, the quantity studied so far has been the fraction of such objects with respect to less extreme candidate systems (i.e. having a lower relative velocity) [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . This fraction is then interpreted as the 'probability' of finding a Bullet-like system. In terms of the number densities it is expressed as p v = n(v 12 > v Bullet | other cuts)/n(v 12 > 0 | other cuts). The probability defined in this way is relative to the objects defined by the initial mass, distance, and angle cuts and has a non-trivial and sometimes paradoxical dependence on those cuts. For example, increasing the mass cut in the definition of a Bullet-like system leads to an increase in the 'probability', even though the actual number of systems has been reduced drastically (see Figs. 2-3) .
Alternatively, the high masses of the two colliding clusters can be taken as the main defining parameters and the 'probability' written as p m = n(m 1
In what follows we focus therefore on the observationally motivated and intuitively accessible quantity, viz. the expected number of Bullet-like systems on the sky up to a specified redshift. This can be expressed (in a flat universe) as:
where n(v 12 > v Bullet , cuts | z) is the comoving number density of Bullet-like objects at redshift z, and D c (z) is the comoving distance to z.
Estimating the pairwise velocity function dn/dv 12 and its cumulative version n(> v 12 ) in large simulations at many different redshifts can be computationally expensive. However, dn/dv 12 , and consequently n(> v 12 ), were found to have a stable shape up to z ∼ 0.5 [10, 13] . This simplifies the analysis and we can approximate:
where the normalisation α(z) is proportional to the number of pairs of halos satisfying specific cuts (mass, distance . . . ) and is set to 1 at z = 0. When one halo has a mass above m 1 and the other above m 2 , with their separation less than d 12 , it can be written as:
where (dn h /dm)| z is the halo mass function at redshift z and ξ hh (r, m 1 , m 2 , z) is the twopoint correlation function of halos of mass m 1 and m 2 which is conventionally expressed as b(m 1 , r, z)b(m 2 , r, z)ξ lin (r, z) in terms of the halo bias b (which includes the non-linear correction). Our semi-analytical expression (4.3) provides an excellent description of N-body simulations as seen in Fig.1 . Here we have used the halo mass function from Ref. [22] , the power-spectrum from CAMB (http://camb.info), and the best-fit halo bias formula from Ref. [23] . 
where:
Therefore, the pairwise velocity distribution can be studied at z = 0 in simulation outputs, provided we can estimate (either semi-analytically as in Eq.(4.3), or from a set of smaller NBody simulations) the effective volume V eff . This simplification is valid in the observationally interesting redshift range z 1. Given that V eff is big enough (such that the clustering of objects of interest is negligible), we can treat N (< z) as being Poisson distributed. Then the probability that we see at least one object up to redshift z is Pr{N > 0} = 1 − Poisson{N = 0 | N = N (< z)}.
Results
We now study the high-velocity tail of the pairwise velocity distribution, its dependence on the collisional parameters and the correlations among these. The relative velocity of halo pairs, v 12 , is considered in proper coordinates, i.e. including the Hubble flow term v H = Hd 12 . Using Eq.(4.2) we analyse the output of the N-Body simulation (Sec. 2) at redshift z = 0.
Increasing the average mass M of the halo pairs, while keeping other collisional parameters unchanged, the number density of the halo pairs decreases as seen in Fig. 2 . On the contrary, if we chose to normalise the velocity distribution for each mass cut (as is done in Refs. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , we would conclude that the 'probability', i.e. the fraction of the high-velocity collisions, increases (see Fig. 3 ).
In Newtonian gravity, for a bound system with mass m we expect v 12 ∝ √ m. Therefore more massive halo pairs are likely to have a higher relative velocity. Indeed in Fig. 2 the tail of the low-M velocity distribution converges to the high-M tail at large relative velocities, meaning that the tail of the pairwise velocity distribution consists mostly of very massive halos. This is also seen in the mass distribution of halo pairs in the high-velocity tail Fig. 4 . Therefore, small N-Body simulations that fail to produce halos with high masses underestimate the tail of the pairwise velocity distribution. In the population of more massive halos, the fraction of high relative velocity pairs is bigger; naïvely this would be interpreted as a higher probability, however Fig. 2 shows that the absolute number density of more massive halos decreases with v 12 . Figure 6 . The probability distribution for the collisional angle θ given the relative velocity v 12 . Small relative velocities are mainly associated with the Hubble flow, θ ∼ 0
• , whereas high velocities are mainly head-on collisions, θ ∼ 180
• . The line is for the case when the separation vector and the relative velocity vector are uncorrelated.
The next collisional parameter to be examined is the angle θ between the separation and the relative velocity of a halo pair. In Fig. 5 we see that the tail of the velocity distribution consists almost entirely of the halo pairs approaching each other (cos θ < 0). However, the number density of colliding halo pairs is not as sensitive to cuts in the angle as to the cuts in the halo masses. Again, as expected from Newtonian gravity, halo collisions with high relative velocity are more likely to be head-on, as seen in Fig. 6 .
In Fig. 7 we see that the halo pairs with a high relative velocity are more likely to be closer together compared to the low pairwise velocity. Therefore, a configuration-space based halo finder (e.g. FoF) will miss relatively more high velocity mergers compared to the low velocity ones, and hence bias the tail of the pairwise velocity distribution to be shorter. This effect of the halo finders has been explored in greater detail in Ref. [14] .
We have shown above that the number of Bullet-like systems has a non-trivial dependence on the collisional parameters, which are moreover correlated with each other. Therefore, the expected number of Bullet-like systems depends strongly on the adopted definition of such a system. A conservative (i.e. over -) estimate of the number of Bullet-like systems within a cosmic volume up to some redshift can be obtained by choosing cuts in the colli- The line is the semi-analytical expectation given the linear correlation function, the halo mass function [22] , and the halo bias [23] . sional parameters that are less extreme than those characterising 1E0657−56. Accordingly we adopt the following conditions on the average mass, separation, and the relative velocity of the halo pairs: M > 10 14 M /h, d 12 ≤ 10 Mpc/h, and v 12 > 3000 km/s. This is comparable to the cuts made in Refs. [13] and [10] . Any additional cuts in the separation and the angle reduce the number of Bullet-like objects, thus exacerbating any tension of ΛCDM with observations. The pairwise velocity distribution and its cumulative version are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 , where the errorbars have been estimated by a bootstrap technique. We fit the tail to the GPD form using the maximum likelihood method. The stability analysis is presented in Fig. 10 . The appropriate choice for the threshold µ is around 1900 km/s; below this the events in the distribution are normal while above this threshold the variance increases substantially and the bias due to a finite simulation box appears (i.e. very rare events are missing altogether). Therefore the tail of the pairwise velocity distribution is well characterised by: µ 1900 km/s, ξ = 0.038 ± 0.03 and σ = 268.0 ± 1.4 km/s. This is broadly consistent with the results of Ref. [13] . Now we show that the extreme events in the tail of the pairwise velocity distribution are not drawn from Gaussian-like distributions (ξ = 0) as has been assumed previously [10, 12, 14] . We calculate the expected number of Bullet-like systems, as defined above, up to z = 0.3 (where 1E0657−56 is located) and z = 0.5 (where the initial conditions for the collision are known). The effective volumes as defined in Sec. 4 are V eff (< z = 0.3) 4.6 (Gpc/h) 3 and V eff (< z = 0.5) 13 (Gpc/h) 3 . Using this and the cumulative pairwise velocity distribution, the expected number of Bullet-like systems is: where the variance has been estimated by sampling the subvolumes of size V eff from the full N-Body simulation.
Next we look at the expected number of objects as or more extreme than 1E0657−56. Making cuts in the collisional parameters similar to Ref. [14] :
we obtain:
−0.6 and N (< z = 0.5) 2.5
which is our main result. Since the pairwise velocity distribution is steeply descending, increasing the relative velocity v 12 up to the velocity of the shock front in the 1E0657−56 merger (∼ 4500 km/s) would decrease this number by about two orders of magnitude, as we see from Fig. 2 . Limiting the collisional angle and/or separation would additionally reduce the number of candidate halo pairs. Setting cos θ < −0.9 or cos θ > 0.9 2 and v 12 ≥ 4000 km/s in addition to the mass cuts above, we find only 4 halo pairs in the full volume of the simulation (see Table 1 ). Hence, the expected number of such systems is N (< z = 0.3) 0.020 leading to the probability, p(N > 0) = 1 − Poisson(N = 0 | N = 0.020) 0.02, of having at least one such system in a cosmic volume up to redshift z = 0.3. Furthermore, setting v 12 ≥ 4500 km/s we find no candidate halo pairs. This places an upper limit on the probability, p(N > 0) < 0.005, of having at least one system with such an extreme relative velocity up to z = 0.3.
Many different cluster collisions have been observed so far, each with a different set of collisional parameters. Therefore, an approximate formula for the number of colliding clusters up to some redshift, given specific collisional parameters, might be of interest to current and future observations. It can be used to approximately relate the observed number of collisions with the expected number in ΛCDM.
The fit, with parameters (A, a, b, c, α, β, γ, δ, , ζ) = (4. 
Conclusions
We have studied the prevalence of rare DM halo collisions in ΛCDM cosmology using the pairwise velocity distribution for halos extracted from a N-body simulation with volume comparable to the observable universe and the finest resolution to date. We focus on the expected number of systems like the Bullet Cluster (1E0657−56) up to some redshift. Our approach differs from previous studies that quantify the probability that a cluster and its subcluster, given some masses and separation, will have a relative velocity as high as 1E0657−56. We have shown that such a definition of probability can sometimes lead to paradoxical conclusions, so instead we define a Bullet-like system in terms of the collisional parameters of halo pairs. We study the dependence of the expected number of such systems on these parameters, as well as the correlations among them. We show that the expected number of halo pairs is very sensitive to cuts in the parameters defining the mergers. Because of this, and recent observations of many more merging clusters, we provide an approximate formula for the expected number of halo-halo collisions with specified collisional parameters.
The tail of the pairwise velocity distribution for the colliding halos is modelled using Extreme Values Statistics to demonstrate that it is fatter than a Gaussian. Hence, the combination of a configuration-space based halo finder, the assumption of a Gaussian-like tail, small simulation boxes, and poor simulation resolutions, have resulted in underestimation of the number of high-velocity mergers in previous studies.
Requiring M 1,2 > 10 14 M /h, M ≥ 5.67 × 10 14 M /h, d 12 ≤ 10 Mpc/h, and v 12 ≥ 3000 km/s, we find that about one Bullet-like system can be expected up to z = 0.3. Increasing the relative velocity to 4500 km/s, which is in fact the shock front velocity deduced from X-ray observations of 1E0657−56, no candidate systems are found in the simulation. Thus the existence of 1E0657−56 is compatible with the ΛCDM cosmology, provided the relative velocity of the two colliding clusters is indeed as low as suggested by hydrodynamical simulations, and not as high as the shock front velocity. However, if many more such systems are found this would certainly challenge the standard cosmological model.
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